Abstraet-'ho methods are presented in this paper for removing single variable static hazards in Boolean Functions. The first method is a hand calculation method that uses a single variable static hazard cover algorithm. The hand calculation method can be used in the classmm and does not require computer assistance. The second method involves using a single variable static hazard cover software synthesis tool. The second method is more convenient to use outside the classroom on a PC that is available for student use or perhaps on personal computers. To illustrate the process of obtaining single variable static hazard covers, the standard Karnaugh map approach is also used. A commercially available design synthesis tool and schematic captudsimulation timing tu01 are also used in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
TUDENTS in electrical and computer engineering curricu-S lums need to know how to obtain single variable static (or logic) hazard covers [l] in order to design predictable asynchronous logic circuits. The hand calculation method provides good insight and thus a different method than the standard Karnaugh map method [2] for determining logic hazard covers. A logic hazard can produce a momentary malfunction called a glitch [3] in a circuit implementation of a Boolean function as a result of a single input variable change. A logic glitch produced by a logic hazard occurs when a single signal change progresses along at least two different delay paths that have unequal time delays to the same output, and each signal path can force the output to a different value [4] . The two methods presented in this paper for removing logic hazards are not limited by the number of input variables. In comparison, the standard Karnaugh method is only useful for perhaps up to six variables because of the difficulty in drawing and reading larger map sizes.
Four and five variable Boolean functions are presented in Section I1 to illustrate the hand calculation method as compared to the standard Karnaugh map method. The software synthesis tool PLDesigner-XL [5] is used to minimize Boolean functions while the schematic capture/ simulation timing software tool B2Logic [6] is used to show the presence of glitches caused by logic hazardous functions and to verify the removal of glitches for logic hazard free functions. Both the hand calculation method and the Karnaugh map method are somewhat time consuming; however, the software synthesis tool presented in Section 111 is an automated logic hazard cover tool that is both easy to use as well as a time saver. 
U. SOLVING FOR LOGIC HAZARDS USING

THE HAND CALCULATION METHOD
The hand calculation method involves applying the logic hazard cover algorithm illustrated in Fig. 1 (1)
Step 1 of the algorithm requires that a Boolean function be in a minimized sum of products (SOP) form. An SOP form of (1) can easily be obtained using a software synthesis tool that results in a minimized SOP form of the function. A design file for the software synthesis tool PLDesigner-XL is first created as shown in Fig. 2(a) in terms of the minterms of the ones of the function. Configuring a) global options for Quine-McCluskey reduction [7] and b) documentation options for Print DeMorgan Equations, then "building" or compiling the design file, provides the minimum SOP forms of (1) as shown in Fig. 2(b) . A Boolean function can be written in the design file in any algebraically correct form, and this program will obtain the minimum SOP forms for the ones and for the zeros of the function. Inverting both sides of the equation for the SOP form for the zeros of a function results in an equation for the POS form of the function. This is useful to know if it is desired to use a NOR-NOR implementation for the function. Logic hazard covers can be calculated for the ones or the zeros of a function via the logic hazard cover algorithm. Using the minimized SOP form for the zeros 
Fig. 3. Calculation of the logic hazard covers of the zeros of (1) using the hand calculation method.
of (1) (the inverted POS form), represented in Fig. 2(b) as Fl.EQN(-), the logic hazard covers are calculated using the hand calculation method for steps 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 3 . "Only one mutually exclusive variable in both product terms" in the decision box in Fig. 1 means a single variable and its complement. If more than one variable and its complement exist when two product terms are compared, then the No path is taken; otherwise the Yes path is taken. A logic hazard cover in
Step 3 consists of all the terms in both product terms that were compared ANDed together omitting the single variable and its complement, i.e., the mutually exclusive variable. Since more than one logic hazard cover exists, step 4 requires that redundancies be removed from the set of logic hazard covers. Redundancies are removed from the set of logic hazard covers by minimizing the logic hazard cover set then removing any remaining logic hazard cover terms that are also included in the set of product terms that make up the minimum SOP form of the function. After applying step 4 the only logic hazard cover remaining is X-Z.
To verify this result, the Karnaugh map method for obtaining logic hazard covers is illustrated in Fig. 4 . When an SOP Calculation of the logic hazard covers of the zeros of (1) using K&augh map method. the function is implemented with missing logic hazard covers, the output signal can contain logic glitches. Fig. 5(a) 
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glitches in the timing simulation of the circuit are due to the absence of the logic hazard cover term in the circuit. When an output should stay at the value 0 and it momentarily changes to the value 1 and then back to the value 0 due to a single variable changing its value, the hazard is often called a static 0 logic hazard, and the glitch that is produced is called a logic 1 glitch. The logic 1 glitch can be removed by simply adding the required logic hazard cover term. As discussed earlier, the required logic hazard cover terms can be obtained by manually applying the logic hazard cover algorithm or by utilizing the Karnaugh map method. When the logic hazard cover term is added to the function as shown in the schematic in Fig. 6(a) , the logic 1 glitches are eliminated as seen by the timing simulation displayed in Fig. 6(b) . The circuit is now logic hazard free (LHF) since the circuit is logic glitch free (LGF).
As another example consider the following five-variable Boolean function.
F2(V, w, x, y, 2 )
= ~m ( 1 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 4 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 6 , 2 7 , 2 8 ) .
(2)
The design file for (2) is shown in Fig. 7(a) . Minimum SOP forms of (2) that are obtained after the design is compiled are shown in Fig. 7 (2), (b) minimum SOP equations obtained after compiling the design file.
in Fig. 7(b) represents a minimized SOP form for the ones of (2). The logic hazard covers are calculated using the hand calculation method for steps 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 8 . Since multiple logic hazard covers exist, any redundancies in the set of logic hazard covers should be removed as shown in Fig. 8 under step 4. Only two logic hazard cover terms remain after applying step 4. A logic hazard free function for (2) consists of the minimum SOP form for the ones of the function with the two logic hazard covers added. As a comparison, the same result is obtained in Fig. 9 using the Karnaugh map method. As the number of input variables gets larger, both the hand calculation method and the Karnaugh map method become very time consuming. The application of the software synthesis tool in Section 111 speeds up the process of calculating logic hazard covers so that logic hazard free equations can be easily obtained for asynchronous sequential designs.
III. SOLVING FOR LOGIC HAZARDS
USING THE SYNTHESIS TOOL A more efficient method of obtaining required logic hazard cover terms is to write a computer program to automate the logic hazard cover algorithm. A software synthesis tool called HAZARD is a computer program written to perform the logic hazard cover algorithm presented in Fig. 1 in an automated fashion. The program was written in PASCAL and runs on an IBM Pc or compatible. First, a text file must be prepared that contains the product terms for a minimum SOP function such as the text file shown in Fig. 10 text file such as Fl.LIN, and then pressing Enter. The input data (the product terms for a minimum SOP function) and the logic hazard covers (calculated via the logic hazard cover algorithm) are shown on the screen as illustrated in Fig. 10(b) and also stored in F1.OUT. Notice that the calculated logic hazard covers for function F1 are the same as those obtained in Section 11. To obtain help in using the program, the user can type HAZARD, type Enter, and then press function key F1. Fig. ll(a) shows the text file F2.LIN that was created for (2) for the ones of the function F2. After running the software synthesis tool HAZARD, the input data and the calculated logic hazard covers for function F2 are displayed as shown in Fig. ll(b) . As expected, the logic hazard covers are the same as those obtained in Section I1 using the hand calculation method and the Karnaugh map method. As the number of input variables increases, the software synthesis tool can save a lot of time in calculating logic hazard covers as demonstrated by these examples. The synthesis tool can also be used to verify the elimination of all logic hazards by rerunning HAZARD with all logic hazard covers included with the minimum SOP form of the function. If the software synthesis tool indicates that no logic hazard covers are required, then all logic hazards have been eliminated. This is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and 12 (b) for function F1 and F2 respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented two methods for calculating logic hazard covers. The first method was a hand calculation method. This method can be used by students in a classroom situation as a substitute for the standard Karnaugh map method. Both the hand calculation method and the software synthesis tool use the logic hazard cover algorithm. The hand calculation method is time consuming but can generally be applied very easily even for Boolean functions that contain a larger number of input variables. The software synthesis tool is more convenient to use, and saves time in calculating logic hazard covers. The design synthesis tool PLDesigner-XL was used to obtain minimized SOP forms of Boolean functions. The schematic capture/simulation timing tool B2Logic was used to show the presence of logic glitches caused by logic hazardous functions and to verify the removal of logic glitches 
